
1. The product performance depends on a number of factors, including irradiation angle of
the sun, weather situation, environment, temperature etc.

2. The product is suggested to be used outdoor in the avoidance of shading solar cell;
otherwise, charging effect will be impacted by vastly decreased generation power.

3. In the event of poor sunlight condition, such as indoor environment, inside automobile
or terrace, cloudy day, rainy day, overcast day or hazy day, output current will be
too small or fail for charging of electronic products.

4. In the avoidance of overheating protection or damage of electronic equipment, mobile
phone, charging baby and other electronic products are prohibited to be exposed under
direct sunlight.

5. The temperature of solar cell will arise with rising environmental temperature under
sunlight, which is normal phenomenon. Please don’t touch solar cell with your hands
in the environment to avoid injury.

6. The product shall not be exposed to rainy and snowy day. Don’t clean or soak the
product with water, chemicals or corrosive liquid (such as saline water, seawater,
chlorinated solvent, hydrogen peroxide, suntan oil, cosmetics, ethyl alcohol, gasoline
etc.,). Please dry the product once touched water as soon as possible. Neither
cleaning nor machine wash are allowed for the product.

7. The product is characterized by light weight and flexibility, which could be folded
along with crease. However, it could neither be creased nor over curved to avoid crack
or bubble arising on the surface material.

8. The product shall be used under environmental condition of temperature between - 20℃
to 50℃ and relative humidity lower than 80% RH. Please don’t exceed the operation
environmental condition.

9. As the product is equipped with USB output interface, please use original connecting
line or purchase corresponding accessories of the product.

10. The product shall be put far away from children.

Attention：

The product is not recommended to use under 
following environment: 
a. Cloudy day, rainy day, snowy day and hazy days
b. Under fluorescent lamp
c. Inside airplane and automobile
d. Indoor

Warning：
* It is prohibited to take product shell apart without permission which may lead to circuit
breakage. 
* It is prohibited to use the product inside automobile or other closed environment.
* The product is prohibited to be taken apart, extruded, impaled or short out without
permission, put into water or fire, or exposed to environment with temperature lower than -
20℃ or higher than 50℃.

Flexible Solar Charger Kit  (8W)

HNS-FS08L

To experience green energy of Hanergy thin-film power generation in 
an even better fashion, it is suggested to use the product under 

outdoor sound sunlight for better charging.
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Limited Product Warranty Card：

User Information：
Name：_____________________ Contact number：______________________
WeChat ID：_____________________    E-mail：______________________
Postcard：________________________________________________________
Address：_________________________________________________________

Product Maintenance & Support Information：
Model：____________________ Purchasing date：_____________________
Fault description：
__________________________________________________________________
Other：___________________________________________________________

Instructions：
Open the solar paper with cell vertically towards sunlight to charge the electric 

equipment. The product could be folded and stored, easy to carry. Once fix the solar 

paper on the tent or bag with buckle, please don’t shade cell of the solar paper.

After-sale Service Commitment：
1. The product could be returned or altered within 7 days after purchase or

delivery on the premise that the product, accessories and external packing are 

complete.

2. Any fault arising out of non-artificial factor of the product which is

detected and confirmed by Hanergy After-sale Service Center will be maintained 

for free within one year after purchase or delivery.

Note: the proof of purchase should be showed for maintenance

The following situation is not covered by the limited product warranty: 

1. Damage of appearance after usage.

2. Any dismounting or maintenance by non-professional staff without permission.

3. Performance fault on the product by artificial factors.

Illumination angle：

Specifications：

Model :   HNS-FS08L
Cell：   Miasole
Power :   8W
Output :   5V / 1A
Size :   400X256X15mm 
Weight :   160g
Buckle：   4 
Output interface：   USB
 Colour：  black,red,blue,camouflage

Ideal Better Poor 

1. Open the power generation paper with cell vertically 
towards to sunlight to charge the electric equipment. 2 . The product could be folded and easy to carry. 

3. Fix the solar paper to tent or bag with buckle. 4 . Don’t shade solar cell with other articles.


